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 1   Nick AddisoN,  
UNiversity of the Arts LoNdoN,  
Difference, Affect AnD LeArning 
18.45–19.05 (1960 room)

framing the evening’s events, Nick Addison’s 
talk explores the role of art as an ‘affective 
machine’ in thinking about difference within 
education. Affective encounters, such as those 
with art, produce ways of feeling and make 
us act. responding to the new chronological 
hang at tate Britain and the art work in the 
1960 room, Nick Addison explores the ways in 
which acknowledging difference by attending 
to affect enhances learning. 

 2   shAUN doyLe, Punk SiLent DiSco 
19.15, 19.30 ANd 19.45, (1970 ANd 1980 room) 

 experience the art and music of the1970s. 
Artist shaun doyle considers analogies 
between the sentiments in the music and  
the structures and content of the artworks. 

over the evening each track will be followed 
with a conversation orchestrated by  
shaun doyle. how does popular culture 
influence high art? how can music help to 
interpret other art forms? how do politics 
and social issues influence high and low art 
simultaneously?

19.15   White riot, the clash /  
Stack, tony cragg

19.30   She’s Lost control, Joy division / 
Dedicated to the unknown Artists,  
susan hillier

19.45    Alternative ulster, stiff Little fingers / the 
citizen, richard hamilton

 3   chLoe cooper, feeLing totALLY BronZe 
19.15–20.15 (BegiNs iN 1760, coNtiNUes  

iNto 1840, 1910 ANd fiNishes iN 1890) 

Artist chloe cooper invites you to take on 
the role of ‘gallery Visitor caught up in A 
School Workshop / Audience Member’. in this 
performance of a workshop, teachers strive 
to emulate the affective qualities of selected 
bronze sculptures. exploring the nature of the 
workshop as performative spectacle,  
chloe cooper draws out questions she  
first considered in her film Bronzin’ (totally 
Bronze) also being screened this evening. 
What is being learnt and by whom within  
the workshop? 

 4   LoUisA mArtiN, You onLY LiVe tWice  
19.20, 19.40 ANd 20.00 (grANd sALooN)

You only Live twice is a live performative video 
exploring how our imaginary selves enable 
us to access other experiences and ways 
of thinking which might be more in tune 
with our spirit, our desires and our need for 
growth. yoLt indicates, through non-linguistic 
means, the way to ‘the lighthouse’; a fictional 
site sought by the group of gallery explorers 
featured in the resource As if.

As if draws on martin’s interest in portals and 
‘pataphysics. the book is an invitation to the 
imagination and a suggestion of an approach 
to looking at artworks in the gallery.

pick up your free copy of As if from the  
grand saloon throughout the night.

 5   chLoe cooper, BronZin’  
(totALLY BronZe) 
18.30–20.30 (cLore stUdio)

Watch chloe cooper’s video Bronzin’ (totally 
Bronze) which she made in response to 
leading schools workshops at tate last year. 
the video plays with our expectations of the 
role of the artist working in gallery education, 
as it moves between interpreter, facilitator, 
expert, student and teacher. 

   sAm keogh,  
tAken out of/Put into oScAr’S Bin, 

 pop Up performANce 

By nature, oscar the grouch is messy, 
hypocritical and antagonistic. 

Unceremoniously interrupting proceedings, 
sam keogh’s performance taken out of/put into 
oscar’s bin activates these traits as the messy 
figure of oscar entangled in the senses of  
the viewer.

 6   móNicA rivAs veLásqUez,  
A SituAtion of 
18.30–20.30 (dUveeN gALLeries)

experience A Situation of artist mónica rivas 
velásquez’s series of posters in connection 
with the new resource PLAtforM. stemming 
from the artist’s interest in the work of Julia 
kristeva, the ideas and words have both 
informed the development of PLAtforM and 
echo the space for conversation offered by 
the resource. the expression ‘A person in 
a situation of disability’ re-frames how we 
regard uniqueness and ability, prompting us 
to consider the mutually defining relationship 
between individuality and difference, the  
self and the other, collaboration and agency. 

developed to support teaching staff working 
within a broad range of seN and mainstream 
educational settings visiting the gallery 
on independent visits, PLAtforM is an 
invitation to explore tate Britain and tate 
modern through activities which aim to 
encourage active exploration, open-ended 
experimentation and autonomous  
choice making. 

pick up your free copy of PLAtforM from  
the duveen galleries

 7   mAteriALs for the coNstrUctioN  
of meANiNg (mcm) resoUrce 
18.30–20.30 (1990 room)

A catalyst for group debate in the collection, 
encounter selected words, questions and 
quotations to prompt a discussion around the 
making and construction of meaning in art.

devised by katriona Beales, helen rousseau 
and martine rouleau, the resource is available 
to self led groups visiting tate Britain. 

for further information and to book please 
email resource.coordinator@tate.org.uk

 8   tiMe MAP 
18.30–20.30 (mANtoN foyer) 

explore the gallery’s new timeline of British 
history in response to the chronological walk 
through British art. made in collaboration with 
the schools and teachers team, artists meera 
chauda and helen rousseau and year 5 from 
st gabriel’s primary school, Westminster.

 9   Bp Art exchANge 
18.30–20.30 (tAyLor digitAL stUdio)

drop in to the taylor digital studio and meet 
the Bp Art exchange team whilst you try out  
a range of touch screen applications 
developed with artists specifically for use by 
young people with special educational needs. 
Bp Art exchange is tate’s new international 
online learning project. there will be a chance 
to sign up on the night, pick up a free activity 
pack and talk to the team. 

to register for Bp Art exchange visit: 
tate.org.uk/learn/bpartexchange

   BAr 
18.30–20.30 (dUveeNs, octAgoN)

have a drink at the bar in the sackler 
octagon. Use your voucher for a 
complementary glass of wine or juice. 

At A gLANce

18.45 – 19.05 
 1   Nick Addison, Difference,  

Affect and Learning talk

19.15, 19.30 and 19.45 
 2   shaun doyle,  

Punk Silent Disco

19.15 – 20.15 
 3    chloe cooper, 

feeling totally Bronze 

19.20, 19.40 and 20.00 
 4   Louisa martin,  

You only Live twice

All evening 18.30–20.30

 5   chloe cooper, Bronzin’  
(totally Bronze) video

 sam keogh, taken out  
 of/put into oscar’s bin   
 performance 

 6   mónica rivas velásquez,  
A Situation of posters and 
PLAtforM resource

 7    Materials for the construction 
of Meaning (McM) resource 

 8   time Map gallery timeline  
of British history

 9   Bp Art exchange project

image: prop for performing the role of 
“gallery Visitor caught up in A Workshop / Audience Member” 
in chloe cooper’s feeling totally Bronze.

WeLcome to the NeW LeArNiNg spAces  
ANd coLLectioN dispLAys At tAte BritAiN.
 
exploring learning, access, inclusion and difference 
in education, this Learning private view takes an  
expanded look at special educational Needs (seN)  
in schools and galleries.
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